Abstract: Cardiac remodeling following myocardial infarction (MI) involves structural and functional alterations in the infarcted and remote viable myocardium that can ultimately lead to heart failure. The underlying mechanisms are not fully understood and, following our previous study of the autofluorescence lifetime and diffuse reflectance signatures of the myocardium in vivo at 16 weeks post MI in rats [Biomed. Opt. Express 6(2), 324 (2015)], we here present data obtained at 1, 2 and 4 weeks post myocardial infarction that help follow the temporal progression of these changes. Our results demonstrate that both structural and metabolic changes in the heart can be monitored from the earliest time points following MI using label-free optical readouts, not only in the region of infarction but also in the remote non-infarcted myocardium. Changes in the autofluorescence intensity and lifetime parameters associated with collagen type I autofluorescence were indicative of progressive collagen deposition in tissue that was most pronounced at earlier time points and in the region of infarction. In addition to significant collagen deposition in infarcted and non-infarcted myocardium, we also report changes in the autofluorescence parameters associated with reduced nicotinamide adenine (phosphate) dinucleotide (NAD(P)H) and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), which we associate with metabolic alterations throughout the heart. Parallel measurements of the diffuse reflectance spectra indicated an increased contribution of reduced cytochrome c. Our findings suggest that combining time-resolved spectrofluorometry and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy could provide a useful means to monitor cardiac function in vivo at the time of surgery.
Introduction
Myocardial infarction (MI) following coronary artery disease remains the most common cause of cardiovascular disease and is responsible for a high rate of hospitalization and mortality, making it a leading cause of death worldwide [1] . Following MI, a number of repair mechanisms try to maintain the structural integrity and viability of the infarctedmechanisms of cardiac remodeling are not completely understood, they involve complex and dynamic functional, morphological and biochemical alterations [6, 7] . These are not restricted to the region of infarction but can also affect the remote non-infarcted myocardium, initially compensating for increased wall stress but ultimately driving the progression from compensatory hypertrophy to heart failure.
In recent years, myocardial structural and functional abnormalities have been extensively characterized. Reported changes include alterations of interstitial fibrosis throughout the heart affecting tissue compliance, and contraction and relaxation [4] , alteration of the electrical properties of the tissue [8] as well as alteration of the mitochondrial function and energy production of the failing heart [9] . After an acute myocardial injury such as myocardial infarction of the left ventricle, the heart undergoes structural and metabolic remodeling to compensate for the loss of function in the infarcted area. The wound-healing process is initiated within a few hours after the injury occurs and localized to the area of infarction [10, 11] . The initial remodeling phase consists of the repair of the lesion via deposition of collagen types III and I and rearrangement of the collagenous matrix, i.e. scar formation, which is promoted by the proliferation and upregulation of myofibroblasts [12] . Deposition of collagen types III and I has been observed from just two and four days post-infarction, respectively, and can still be observed after three months, in the case of collagen I, depending on the severity of the lesion [3, [10] [11] [12] . The deposition of collagen increases the tensile strength of the muscle allowing maintenance of the cardiac output with concomitant increase in energy consumption. Progressive loss of contractile function due to increased stiffness further increases the energy consumption as the heart tries to maintain the cardiac output. Eventually, the energy produced is not sufficient to meet the demand, resulting in dysregulation of cellular processes and further loss of function, ultimately leading to heart failure. While hallmark structural and functional abnormalities of the myocardium can be evaluated using currently available clinical tools (e.g. fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) [13] , single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [14] , gadolinium enhancement cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (LGE-CMRI) [15] ), these technologies typically involve bulky and expensive instrumentation that is not suitable for in situ and real time characterization of myocardial structure and function in surgical settings.
Label-free optical spectroscopy is an attractive approach to study biological tissues due to its potential low-cost and small size compared to conventional clinical imaging modalities. Previous research in this area has exploited diffuse reflectance spectroscopy to probe dynamics of the myocardium e.g [16] [17] [18] . or steady-state autofluorescence spectroscopy to monitor tissue viability following MI [19, 20] . Autofluorescence lifetime spectroscopy offers further opportunities to monitor myocardial viability, since the fluorescence decay characteristics of endogenous fluorophores (e.g. reduced nicotinamide adenine (phosphate) dinucleotide (NAD(P)H), flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), tryptophan, collagens, elastin, porphyrins) are highly sensitive to structural and biochemical properties of the tissue. Since they are inherently ratiometric, i.e. they are derived from the relative signal level at different times following excitation, autofluorescence lifetime measurements are relatively insensitive to the artefacts that can compromise absolute intensity measurements such as variable excitation-collection geometry, fluorophore concentration or heterogenous optical absorption [21] . Furthermore, it can improve the specificity of autofluorescence measurements and provide means to distinguish fluorophores that have broadly overlapping fluorescence emission spectra but different decay times. Accordingly, autofluorescence lifetime spectroscopy has demonstrated clinical potential in a number of applications both ex vivo (e.g [22, 23] ) and in vivo (e.g [24] [25] [26] [27] ), by providing label-free structural and functional information of biological tissues. The fluorescence lifetime of endogenous fluorescence can be measured via single point measurements (e.g [24, 28] ), or can be extended to fluorescence lifetime imaging (e.g [22, 27, 29] ).
In a previous study, we exploited the potential of a multimodal setup combining autofluorescence lifetime and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy to report structural and functional alterations in the myocardium in a 16-week myocardial infarction heart failure model in rats [30] . While we were able to identify structural changes in the heart that we attributed to increases in collagen, both in the infarcted area and in the non-infarcted remote myocardium, it was significantly more difficult to discern changes in the energetic state. The autofluorescence signal emanating from healthy cardiac tissue is dominated by NAD(P)H and FAD, while extracellular matrix components (collagens type I and III and elastin) play a less relevant role. At 16 weeks post-infarction the contribution from NAD(P)H and FAD to the autofluorescence signal decreases significantly as a result of extensive cardiomyocyte loss and collagen proliferation, making it challenging to quantify changes in autofluorescence parameters associated with these fluorophores. We therefore extended our previous study to characterize the autofluorescence and diffuse reflectance signatures that accompany structural and functional remodeling of the heart in the initial four weeks following myocardial infarction -before collagen fluorescence overwhelms the NAD(P)H and FAD fluorescence signal. We highlight that the 16-week data set presented here (both myocardial infarction and age matched control groups) is the same as that reported in our earlier study [30] and is included here for comparison. The new results obtained at 1, 2 and 4 weeks post-infarction present the time evolution of the autofluorescence changes observed during the onset of heart failure. We believe that this more complete time-resolved characterization of this model should enhance the understanding of the spectroscopic changes that occur during remodeling post infarction.
Methods
All work involving animal use was carried out under protocols approved and regulated under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 (Project Licenses PPL 70/7399 and 70/7419).
Myocardial infarction induction surgery
Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (250 -300 g, Charles River UK, Ltd.) underwent proximal left anterior descending (LAD) coronary ligation to induce chronic myocardial infarction, as previously described [30, 31] . This protocol was followed for all animals in this study, including the 16-week cohort. Anesthesia was induced with a mixture of 5% isoflurane and 95% oxygen in an induction chamber. The rat was then rapidly transferred to a Bain coaxial circuit and anesthesia was maintained with 2% isoflurane and 98% oxygen prior to intubation. Once anesthetized, 0.015 0.030 mg buprenorphine (0.05 -0.1 mg/kg), 1.25-1.5 mg enrofloxacin (5 mg/kg), and 2 ml of warmed 0.9% saline were administered subcutaneously. The rat was connected via the endotracheal cannula to a Harvard Ventilator (Harvard Apparatus, Massachusetts), and ventilated using volume-controlled ventilation with a minute volume of 180-250 mL/min (cycle rate 100/min; tidal volume 1.8 -2.5 mL). A left parasternal incision was followed by division of the tissue planes, with retraction of pectoralis major and minor, to expose the intercostal muscles. A left thoracotomy was fashioned via the 4th intercostal space, and the pericardial sac divided. Anterior mobilization of the thymus gland was used to stabilize the heart and elevate the anterolateral aspect of the left ventricle into the center of the surgical field to facilitate the surgery. The LAD was ligated proximal to the first diagonal using a 7.0 Prolene suture at a point 1-2 mm distal to the left atrium inferior border along an axis parallel to the atrioventricular groove. Around 0.5-1.5 mm of myocardium was ensnared by the suture. Effective ligation-induced myocardial ischemia was confirmed by observing blanching and cyanosis of a significant sized ischemia zone in the LAD territory. If this was not observed, further ligations lateral and/or medial to the initial point are performed until a significant ischemia zone was induced. After successful coronary ligation, maintenance isoflurane was reduced to 1.0% during chest closure. Following surgery, rats were housed in single cages and in a stable environment with the standard facility 12/12 light-dark cycles, maintained on standard rat chow and water ad libitum, analgesia and checked daily for any signs of distress.
Preparatory surgery for in vivo measurements
The epicardial autofluorescence and white light diffuse reflectance characteristics of myocardial infarction animals (MI) and their age-matched controls (AMC) were studied in vivo during a terminal procedure at 1, 2, 4 and 16 weeks post-MI surgical induction. The number of animals studied at each time point is indicated in Table 1 . The animals were anesthetized by placement in an anesthetic chamber with 95%/5% O 2 /isoflurane. A blunt catheter was passed into the trachea under direct visualization and connected to a ventilator (Harvard Apparatus, USA). Anesthesia was maintained with 98%/2% O 2 /isoflurane using tidal volume of approximately 2 ml and a respiratory rate of approximately 90 cycles/min. Opiate analgesia was also given at appropriate dose for body weight. The heart and other internal organs were exposed via a laparotomy and sternotomy for spectroscopy measurements. At the end of each procedure the animal was sacrificed, and an apical section of the heart was taken for histology. 
Optical instrumentation
The instrument used in this study consists of a single-point fiber-optic based time-resolved spectrofluorometer that was previously described elsewhere [30] . It includes two pulsed laser sources operated at 20 MHz and providing excitation light at 372 nm (LDH-P-C-375B, PicoQuant GmbH, Germany) and 438 nm (LDH-P-C-440B, PicoQuant GmbH, Germany). A bifurcated multimode fibre-optic bundle (NA = 0.22) consisting of three excitation fibers and fourteen collection fibers is used to deliver excitation light to the sample and to collect and deliver the resulting autofluorescence signal to the detection system. All optical fibers in the bundle have a core diameter of 200 μm. In the detection system, the autofluorescence signal is separated in three spectral bands that provide spectral resolution to the measurement: 410 ± 10 nm (channel 1), 455 ± 25 nm (channel 2) and 525 ± 25 nm (channel 3). At 438 nm excitation, only the fluorescence in the long emission wavelength band (525 ± 25 nm) is recorded, which is referred to as channel 4. Each detection channel consists of a cooled photon counting photomultiplier tube (PMT, PMC-100-1, Becker-Hickl GmbH, Germany).
To provide temporal resolution to the fluorescence measurement, the electronic signals from each PMT are routed to a time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) acquisition card (SPC-830, Becker-Hickl GmbH, Germany). The particular set of wavelength emission bands was designed to maximize fluorescence collection from endogenous fluorophores of interest, namely collagen (channel 1), NAD(P)H (channels 2 and 3) and FAD (channel 4). For white light diffuse reflectance measurements, the set-up also includes a white light source (HL-2000, Ocean Optics, USA) and a spectrometer (USB-2000 + , Ocean Optics, USA). The fiber-optic bundle used for autofluorescence measurements includes two additional multimode optical fibers that are used to deliver white light to the sample and the corresponding reflected signal to the spectrometer. 
Data acquisition
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τ 1 , τ 2 and α 1 , α 2 refer to the fluorescence lifetimes and pre-exponential factors of the fast and slow components of the decay, respectively. The IRF for each detection channel was measured using DAPI (50 µM in water, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 372 nm excitation in all detection channels and Erythrosin B (50 µM in water, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) using 438 nm excitation. These reference dyes have short lifetimes (~200 ps), which are comparable to the pulse lengths of the lasers.
White light diffuse reflectance
Diffuse reflectance spectra acquired from cardiac tissue, I(λ), were calibrated against the spectral response of the white light source, I 0 (λ), which was measured using a white reference target (WS-1-SL, Labsphere, USA) for each day of experiments. Tissue absorbance, A(λ), was calculated as shown in Eq. (4):
As described in section 2.4, for each animal and ROI, three sets of diffuse reflectance measurements were acquired from each of three closely-placed random positions. The corresponding average spectrum from n = 9 measurements was taken to calculate the mean and standard deviation curves in Figs. 7-9. Data in Figs. 7-9 show mean and standard deviation over the number of animals reported in Table 1 .
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was computed between AMC and MI hearts at each time point and region of interest with Welch's t-test corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Sidak test. The significance level was set to 0.05. Differences between groups were quantified using Cohen's d effect size. Adjusted p-values and Cohen's d coefficient for each comparison are presented in supplementary materials (see Data Availability section). The following notation was used to identify statistical significance between two sets of data: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001.
Histology
Cardiac tissues were washed in sterile PBS, fixed in 10% paraformaldehyde for 48 hours and embedded in paraffin for sectioning. 6 µm thick sections were stained with picrosirius red (PSR) to demonstrate interstitial collagen content and imaged using a 10 × objective on a Zeiss Axio Observer inverted microscope with unpolarised illumination. Images from weeks 1-4 and 16 were acquired with different illumination settings. To facilitate visualization of key features in images from weeks 1-4, contrast was enhanced in post-processing using ImageJ [32] . The absorban shift from a contribution õ 520 nm, whi and is consist note for both evident comp absorption res The absorptio measured in particular, th oxymyoglobin Moreover, the and LVP is n consistently l concentration peak is slightl These results has a consider e posterior wa Fig. 9 . In obin and studied. n both RV so note a s a lower maximum ~580 nm. chrome c
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Discussion
In this investigation, we aimed to characterize the autofluorescence and diffuse reflectance signatures that accompany structural and functional remodeling of the heart following myocardial infarction. Our results demonstrate that autofluorescence lifetime has the sensitivity to detect structural and metabolic alterations in the infarcted area (LVA). In regions of viable myocardium remote to the infarct (RV and LVP), while results are not as striking as in infarcted areas, we observe trends in data that are suggestive of metabolic remodeling.
Structural alterations to the heart were confirmed with histology. Our histology data show a progressive thinning of the anterior wall of the left ventricle (black arrows in Fig. 2 ) accompanied by gradual increase in collagen content in this region, which is in agreement with previous observations [12] . The most striking differences occur from weeks 1 to 2. At week 1, all MI hearts showed evidence of collagen deposition that is localized to the region in the immediate vicinity of the lesion (Fig. 2(E) ). Collagen deposition becomes more evident at week 2 ( Fig. 2(F) ), with sparse distribution of the collagen fibers through the entire thickness of the left ventricular wall. As a result, we observe a loss of cellularity and consequent thinning of the wall, which becomes more evident at weeks 4 and 16. In the remote regions RV and LVP, we did not observe significant changes to the collagen content from weeks 1 to 4, as expected from previous investigations, and our data therefore reflect the natural time course of remodeling in the viable non-infarcted myocardium [12] .
Our autofluorescence data are in general agreement with histology observations and with previous studies [20] . In the region of infarction in the LVA, we observe a progressive and significant increase of the mean autofluorescence lifetimes of all spectral channels from week 1 to week 16 (Fig. 5) . Similar trends are also visible in the long lifetime component τ 2 of channels 2 and 4. These results are consistent with increasing collagen content in this region, given its long fluorescence lifetime and broad emission spectrum [30, [36] [37] [38] . Similarly, our autofluorescence intensity data (Fig. 6) show a gradual blue shift in the emission spectra in the region of infarction of MI hearts relative to AMC, which is also consistent with increased collagen content, given the characteristic emission spectra of the endogenous fluorophores contributing to cardiac tissue autofluorescence i.e. collagen, NAD(P)H and FAD [39, 40] .
In myocardial regions remote to the scar (RV and LVP), differences between AMC and MI hearts are visible in the autofluorescence intensity data (Fig. 6) , where we measured a blue shift in the emission spectra of MI hearts for all time points. Changes in the metabolic state of biological tissues are often inferred using the autofluorescence intensity of NAD(P)H relative to that of FAD i.e. optical redox ratio e.g [41, 42] , which, in our instrument, would correspond to the autofluorescence intensities measured in channels 2 and 3. However, given the potential interference of collagen autofluorescence, it is not possible to decouple the autofluorescence signal of collagen from those of NAD(P)H and FAD, making it challenging to attribute the origin of changes in the autofluorescence spectral measurements to either structural or metabolic alterations of the tissue. While our histology data do not show significant structural alterations in these regions, the spectral shift observed could be interpreted as a slight increase of collagenous content, which would be in agreement with previous investigations [12] . However, we did not measure any significant increase in the autofluorescence lifetime in channel 1 of MI hearts compared to AMC (Figs. 3 and 4) -as is seen in the LVA (Fig. 5 ) -as would be expected from an increase in collagenous tissue, given the long autofluorescence lifetime of collagen. Together with histology data, this result could indicate that changes in the autofluorescence spectra could be also be associated with metabolic changes. In a previous study in a Langendorff preparation [43] we have demonstrated that changes in the energetic state of the heart favoring glycolysis can cause a spectral blue shift, as a result of increased NADH contribution to the autofluorescence signal. Thus, early changes in the autofluorescence spectrum of remote regions may result from both structural and metabolic remodeling.
Changes in the autofluorescence decay parameters associated with functional alterations in the heart are most visible at earlier time points after MI and in regions remote to the infarction (RV and LVP), when the absolute increase in collagen content is less pronounced and thus the autofluorescence signal is less affected by this fluorophore. We observe a consistent reduction of the short lifetime component τ 1 of channel 4 of MI hearts, which are opposite to the increase in fluorescence lifetime caused by collagen proliferation. The autofluorescence signal from healthy cardiac tissue detected in channel 4 emanates predominantly from FAD and the short lifetime component has previously been attributed to its protein-bound form [44] . Therefore, changes in this parameter are suggestive of an altered energetic state, as we previously demonstrated in the Langerdorff preparation [43] . Differences are most evident in the LVP viable myocardium (Fig. 4) , where we measured a statistically significant decrease in MI hearts at week 1 (p < 0.05) post-MI. Similar differences were also observed at weeks 2, 4 and 16, albeit not statistically significant. This result suggests alteration of metabolism in the remaining viable myocardium following MI, possibly as part of the remodeling process. Overall, we see a similar but less pronounced change in the short lifetime component τ 1 of channel 4 in RV (Fig. 3) , which suggests that metabolic alterations also occur in this region as a response to the infarction. Changes in the short lifetime component τ 1 of channel 4 are less evident in LVA (Fig. 4) , where collagen proliferation was most pronounced. Nevertheless, we did observe a non-statistically significant decrease in τ 1 of channel 4 at weeks 1 to 4. There is a consistent increase of τ 1 over time in MI hearts from 303 ± 89 ps at week 1 to 566 ± 57 ps at week 16, while τ 1 remained approximately constant around 410 ps in AMC hearts. The increase in τ 1 lifetime in MI hearts is likely caused by increase in collagen content, consistent with histology, which further suggests that changes in this parameter at earlier time points are not associated with collagen, but rather to changes in metabolism. At week 16, extensive collagen deposition masks metabolic changes in this parameter caused by energetic alterations, resulting in a longer lifetime in MI hearts compared to AMC.
Multiple chromophores can contribute to the diffuse reflectance spectra of cardiac tissue, namely hemoglobin, myoglobin and cytochrome c [16, 20, 45] . These chromophores are sensitive to tissue oxygenation and thus their reduced and oxidized forms present distinct spectral features. Accordingly, the diffuse reflectance spectrum of the heart typically reflects the presence of all these chromophores, resulting in a complex spectral profile that is challenging to interpret. Our diffuse reflectance data are consistent with previous observations of this model [20] . In general, we observed a decrease of absorption in MI hearts that is more pronounced in the region of infarction (Fig. 9 ) and which we attribute to reduced tissue blood content following ischemia and consequent decrease in hemoglobin and loss of cellularity leading to reduced myoglobin content. The absorbance spectra of AMC hearts present characteristic features of oxygenated hemoglobin/myoglobin, with two relative maxima at ~540 nm and ~580 nm (Figs. 7-9 , blue curves). Interestingly, the absorbance spectra measured in the region of infarction in MI hearts (Fig. 9 , red curves) also resemble the spectra of oxyhemoglobin/oxymyoglobin, in all time points investigated. MI is a result of a decreased blood supply to the heart tissue and a decrease in tissue oxygenation in the absorbance spectra would therefore be expected in this region. However, ischemia in the region of infarction results in extensive cell loss and subsequent thinning of the myocardium wall, ultimately resulting in a lower concentration of tissue absorbers. Therefore, it is possible that our diffuse reflectance measurements from the infarcted area were probing beyond the cardiac wall, eventually reaching the left ventricular cavity, which was filled with well-oxygenated blood. In contrast, in remote regions to the infarction, we observed a shift in the emission spectra from a double peak profile at week 1 to a single peak at ~550 nm at week 16, which is consistent with an increased reduced state of the tissue. The 550 nm peak is a characteristic feature of reduced cytochrome c absorbance spectrum [16] . Cytochrome c plays an important role in the regulation of the mitochondrial respiratory chain and therefore can provide readouts of the metabolic activity [45, 46] . The absorbance spectra of MI hearts measured in RV and LVP (Figs. 7 and 8) show a consistent shift towards a single peak at ~550 nm thus indicating an increase in cytochrome c contribution to the spectra, which, in turn, suggest a shift in cardiac energetics. In some measurements (e.g., Fig. 9 , weeks 2 and 4), the absorbance spectra of MI hearts also present a shoulder at 580 nm, which suggests that the oxygenated forms of hemoglobin and myoglobin are dominant over their deoxygenated forms. Altogether, these results suggest increased metabolic activity with time post-MI in regions that are remote to the infarction, particularly in LVP viable myocardium, where changes in the absorbance spectra are more evident compared to RV.
In summary, this study demonstrates that time-resolved autofluorescence combined with diffuse reflectance measurements may offer a label-free readout of cardiac tissue structural and metabolic characteristics following myocardial infarction. We believe that this approach has significant potential for in vivo clinical measurements. For example, a label-free tool that could map the metabolic state of the myocardium in situ and in real time during cardiac surgery could be of great clinical interest.
Conclusions and outlook
In this work we have characterized the in vivo autofluorescence and diffuse reflectance signatures that accompany structural, functional and metabolic alterations in cardiac tissue at different time points following myocardial infarction. Structural alterations in the heart resulting from collagen proliferation are observed from the earliest stages after MI induction as an increase in the mean autofluorescence lifetime in all spectral channels. The large increase in collagen content masks gross changes in the autofluorescence of NAD(P)H and FAD caused by altered metabolism. These changes are observed as a decrease in the short lifetime of the autofluorescence decays associated with FAD autofluorescence and are more prominent at earlier stages after MI. Similarly, our diffuse reflectance data also suggest metabolic remodeling in the viable remaining myocardium with increased cytochrome c contribution with time following MI.
A multimodal setup employing time-resolved autofluorescence spectrofluorometry and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy may offer a label-free readout of cardiac tissue structural and metabolic aberrations. We aim to translate this approach into clinical settings to realize the first-in-man study of time-resolved autofluorescence in open-chest procedures at the time of cardiac surgery. 
